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Introduction 
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 Lets search for a new particle by studying an invariant 

mass distribution. 

 We will create a simple signal model and two background 

models  inside a RooWorkspace 

 We will make a toy data set and use the RooStats 

ProfileLikelihoodCalculator to do a hypothesis test of the 

background-only and signal+background hypotheses.  

 We take into account only normalization systematic 

uncertainties 



Stats Intro Simplified : Likelihood  
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𝑎𝑢𝑥𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑠 
ℎ𝑒𝑡𝑎, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑡𝑎 𝑏𝑎𝑟 𝑁𝑐𝑟 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 

 𝑜𝑟 𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑣 

Signal Region Region  

𝜇 is your signal strenght: 1 means your observed 

signal is what you expect in MC 

N observed = events observed in data 

S is signal events predicted in MC 

B is background events predicted in MC 

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑣 is the invariant mass of the events 

𝜃  are your uncertainties 

𝓛 𝜇, 𝜃 = 𝑃 𝑁𝑜𝑏𝑠 μS + B) 



Stats Intro Simplified : Likelihood  
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 Eg: theta squigle number of 
event in some selected space 
by jet group,  

 All systmetics make both 
background and signal 
fluctuate? 

 Response fn is applied to CR 
too 

Signal Region 

 

Uncertainty means you are not 

exactly sure about the number of 

our signal and background events in 

Monte carlo (S and B),  you can 

have slightly more or slightly less 

than the nominal value you expect. 

Characterize this small difference 

with ∈ for each uncertainty,  here 𝜃 

is the nominal value of that 

uncertainty 

 

S =  𝑠𝑒𝑥𝑝 ∙ (1 +∈)𝜃 

B =  𝑏𝑒𝑥𝑝 ∙ (1 +∈)𝜃 

𝑠𝑒𝑥𝑝(1 +∈)1 
𝑠𝑒𝑥𝑝 
𝑠𝑒𝑥𝑝(1 +∈)−1 

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑣 

𝓛 𝜇, 𝜃 = 𝑃 𝑁𝑜𝑏𝑠 μS + B) 
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𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑣 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑣 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑣 

Stats Intro Simplified : Likelihood  



Stat Intro : 𝑝0 
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 To get 𝑝0 and limits we need PDF of  “test 
statistic” 𝑞𝜇~ − 2 ln λ 𝜇  called  : 𝑓(𝑞𝜇|𝜇′)  

 

 

 

 𝑓(𝑞𝜇|𝜇′) is the probability distribution of 𝑞𝜇 
under many repeated experiments.  How we 
get it will come later.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

Do fit, get MLEs make asimov 

data, then what???... 

 

What is a psudoexperiment? 

Taking PDF of qu at some 

value and generating  “pseudo 

data” 

  

In stats paper and aaron thesis 

muhat=0 test statistic is 

different 

 

What does f(q0|1 look like for 

example)? 

𝑞0 =  −2 ln
𝓛(0, 𝜃  )

𝓛(𝜇 , 𝜃 )
,   𝜇 > 0

 0,                         𝜇 ≤ 0

 

Probability distribution of test statistic 

qu, assuming the u hopothesis is true (=1 

or 1) under repeaded experiments: 

basically if u were to reapeat a bunch of 

experiments (collect many data sets and 

make many MC samples) what would 

your qu values be? 

P0 is the probablity of obtaining a value 

q0 that is more dispcrepant than the 

observed q0obs, under the assumption 

that the u’=0 hypotheiss is true 

𝑞0,𝑒𝑥𝑝 

𝑞0,𝑜𝑏𝑠 

Have excess over bkg  

Have deficit over bkg 

𝑍𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦 = 𝑞0 
 

 

 For discovery:  rejecting background only 
hypothesis, testing 𝜇 = 0 hypothesis  

signal strength 

assumed in data 

Signal Strength assumed in data 

signal strength 

being tested 

𝑝0 

𝑞0 

𝑓(𝑞0|1)  

𝑓(𝑞0|1)  
𝑓(𝑞0|0)  

𝑝0 

𝑞0,𝑜𝑏𝑠 

𝑞0,𝑒𝑥𝑝 

𝑝0,𝑒𝑥𝑝 

𝜇′ 𝜇  

𝜎 



Now lets get to the code 
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Homework 
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 After the end of next class run and debug the program 

yourself and send me the output plots 



BACKUP 
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Stat Review :  𝑝0 and CLs  

 To get 𝑝0 and limits we need 𝑓 𝑞𝜇 𝜇′  how do we get it? 

 

 

 

 

 

 To get PDF we can generate many Toy MCs that represent many 
datasets (experiments) OR we can use Asimov Dataset: assume 
statistical fluctuations are supressed and generate dataset by setting 
nuisance params to their nominal values (0 if blind, not 𝜇 , 𝜃  if unblind) 

 

 Then fit to Asimov data set to get −2 ln λ 𝜇 , calculate 𝜎2  

 

 Using 𝜎2 , tested 𝜇,  assumed 𝜇′ can get PDF and all the values on 
previous slides 

−2 ln λ 𝜇  ≈  
(𝜇 −  𝜇 )2

𝜎2  

𝜎  ~ 
𝜕2 ln 𝓛

𝜕𝜃𝑖𝜃𝑗
 

Asimov data set, supress statistical 

fluctuations which come from 

repeated experiments, just set the 

values to their mean, mu’, how do u 

get the mean?...from just one dataset?  

What does asimov dataset actually 

look like? 

To get sigma we take the 2nd 

derivative of LA, why not just take the 

2nd derivative of L?  

-circular: fit to data, get MLE, generate 

asimov (assume muhat=muprime?), 

then fit to asimov to get sigma to get 

f(qu) 

  

Wald 

Approx 
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Do fit, get MLEs make asimov data, 

then what???... 

Repeating experiments means 

collecting new data sets and 

generating new MC? 

Fit to data to get MLEs 

Generate asimov dataset using MLEs 

Get var from fitting to asimov data 

Get PDF from var, u and u’ 

From PDF calculate p values, limits, 

whatever 𝜇′ 𝜇  

𝜎 


